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ABSTRACT
Too much of the debate over the five-year. 30 billion

dollar program of State and Local Assistance has focussed on its
presumed or tileoretical impact. Too little has dealt with what
actually happens when the quarterly Treasury checks arrive at the
local level. Local-level studies that are under way concentrate
heavily on the fiscal impact of revenue sharing, but at least three
other issues are of major concern: the amount and quality of citizen
involvement in GRS decision making; the efficacy of mandated
protections against discrimination; and, the extent to which GRS is
being used to meet the needs of the poor and near poor. In order to
clarify such issues the National Revenue Sharing Project has
conducted an intensive, 18-month survey of GRS in some 60 localities.
The survey was carried out by local members of three organizations.
The citizen monitors worked from a very detailed, demanding survey
instrument. They collected comprehensive demographic and budget data,
looked into newspaper files and relevant documents, and conducted an
average of 30 interviews with elected officials, department heads,
media representatives, and community leaders. Their submissions
enable us to make important judgments as to how the GRS program is
working at the local level. The present report covers the results of
the project survey of 26 medium and large cities and seven
urban/suburban counties. (Author/JM)
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GENERAL REVENUE SHARING IN

AMERICAN CITIES: FIRST IMPRESSIONS1

Too much of the debate over the five-year, $30 billion program of

State and Local Assistance (General Revenue Sharing)--soon to come up

for renewal- -has focussed on its presumed or theoretical impact. Too

little his dealt with what actually happens when the quarterly Treasury

checks arrive at the local level. Local-level studies that are under

way concentrate heavily on the fiscal impact of revenue sharing, but at

least three other issues are of major concern:

- the amount and quality of citizen involvement in GRS decisionmaking;

- the efficacy of mandated protections against discrimination;

- the extent to which GRS is being' used to meet the needs of the

poor and near poor.

In order to clarify these issues, among others, the National Revenue

Sharing Project has conducted an intensive, 18-month survey of GRS in

some 60 localities.2 The survey was carried out by local members of

three organizations--the League of Women Voters, the National Urban

Coalition, and the Center for Community Change--while the fourth sponsor,

the Center for National Policy Review, has been engaged in monitoring

at the national level. The citizen monitors worked from a very detailed,

demanding survey instrument.3 They collected comprehensive demographic

and budget data, looked into newspaper files and relevant documents, and

conducted an average of 30 interviews with elected officials, department

heads, media representatives, and community leaders. Their submissions

enable us to make important judgments as to how the GRS program is work-

ing at the local level.

1This report was prepared by Patricia W. Blair, Director of Analysis for

the National Revenue Sharing Project. Although its conclusions are pre-

liminary, the Project sponsors believe it contains field information

that will be useful in the growing debate over renewal of general revenue

sharing. They are therefore releasing this field report prior to con-

sideration of the conclusions and recommendations that the sponsors

intend to draw.

2The Project was financed by a grant from the Edna McConnell Clark

Foundation, which, however, bears no responsibility for any conclusions

reached.

3The survey instrument was developed and pre-tested in cooperation with

Dr. Lawrence Susskind and his colleagues at the Harvard-MIT Joint Center

for Urban Studies.
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The present report covers the results of the Project survey of 26
medium and large cities (6 3% of all U.S. cities with populations of
over S0,000) and 7 urban/suburban counties (see Table i).4 In terms of
population, this sample is more heavily weighted with larger cities and
toward the West than a -trict sample of U.S. jurisdictions would warrant.
As might be expected, the emphasis on larger industrial cities, including
several in the Southwest, has resulted in a higher percentage of blacks
and Spanish-heritage in the sample than in the population as a whole.
The results also reflect a higher-than-average percentage of population
at or below the poverty level. Nonetheless, the sample appears broad
enough to permit reasonable conclusions as to how General Revenue Sharing
is working in urban areas, with particular reference to the three issues
mentioned earlier.

4Several states and a number of smaller sites were also survayed, but
complete information is not available at this time. A comprehensive
report is expected in Spring, 1975.
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I

CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT

One of the most striking aspects of the GRS program is the absence

of the usual checks on local governmental decisionmaking. By establish-

ing a Trust Fund to finance the multi-year program, Congress agreed to

forgo the review normally associated with its annual appropriation pro-

cess. Federal oversight by Congress or the Executive has been kept to

a minimum, in part by legislative intent and, perhaps in even greater

part, by the philosophy of the present administrators of the program.

The implicit check of voter approval of tax measures and bond issues

does not operate, since GRS reaches the local level "automatically."

And the periodic check provided by local elections is ineffective in the

context of multiple election issues,particularly since GRS money need

not be raised locally and rarely amounts to as much as 7-8% of local

city budgets in any event.

The result is to place a heavy responsibility on owing citizen
oversight to ensure that GRS funds are put to good use. Indeed, Congres-

sional proponents of revenue sharing emphasized their reliance on the

local citizenry, as in this exchange between Senators Long, of Louisiana,

and Bennett, of Utah:

Sen. Long: "...the people of each community will be far
better policemen on the expenditure of their money than

any committee of Congress would be."

Sen. Bennett: "I agree..We have built into this bill an
effective, if unusual, method of controlling the actual

expenditure of these funds at the local level."

c.



anzitonv "We will rely...heavily on the fact that
(state and local governments) will inform their own
people as to how they will use the money, both before
and after it is spent."5

One crucial test of CRS, therefore, is whether or not an informed public is
in fact exercising the responsibilities implicitly given it under the GRS
program. The results of the Pro*ect survey su,:est that citizen oversi ht
is not--an. cannot

---hraltoughlaiv=riristanees o ci izen impac can ee ci e.

e--e ective un CT t c program as present set Up

A. There has been a rather wide range of citizen activity relax .4 to
General Revenue Sharing in Project monitoring sites (see Chart 3 ,. Note,
however, that much of this activity--especially the open general budgetmeeting required by statute--would have occurred with or without GRS.

1. Coalitions of citizens rou s were formed or developed new
interest in local u gets in 1 of the 33 sites. Although these groups
tended to focus on the newly available GRS, the impetus for their
formation was almost invariably the threat of cutbacks in federal
funding for social programs and their objective was to gain more
funds for "human needs."

2. Oeneneliretins were held in all but 2 or 3 sites,
usually as required by state or local statute. At least 3 of the
cities did not permit citizens to comment or make proposals at budget
meetings, however, and few made any special effort to encourage
citizen attendance or participation.

3. SrecialmEstingLErjaaaiELLEIallwere held ia about a dozen
sites. Four cities held special hearings only in 19/3, in connection
with the "windfall" GRS check that arrived too late to be considered
as part of the general budget; one of the counties held a hearing
only reluctantly, under citizen pressure, and has not repeated the
experiment.

4. Pre-budget activity is difficult to identify but appears to
exist in about 6 sites in the form of departmental advisory boards
or budget hearings, individual or agency petitions at the depart-
mental level, or neighborhood meetings on city priorities.

S. Citizen adv:sor boards exist or were created in 6-8 sites andFnlwIIN.M~aON.....INI.II.Nmln..LIPMIIMNMWNVII11.n.
are planne in 2 more. In a majority of
asked to devise spending priorities only
of GRS reserved for social purposes. In
guoup was not continued beyond the first
recommendations followed completely.411

cases, these groups were
for a portion, usually small,
two cities, the advisory
year; in none were the group's

SCosiaIalRecord, Sept. 7, 1972, p. 14291 $ S.
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6. Opinion of one sort or another were taken by officials

in 2 sites and unofficially by civic or political organizations in

3 others.

7. Communit -based rivate ro rams were financed with GRS funds

in at least 13 sites, usually by means of a contract to provide

certain social services for the local government. The state legis-

lature had to pass a special law to enable one city to make such

contracts.

B. By and large, how..ver, citizen involvement is neither broad no deep

1. Public bud et hearin s, though common, are of limited value as

vehic es for citizen input. They normally come at the end of the

budgetmaking cycle, after most important decisions have been made.

Advance notice that meetings will be held can be as little as 24

hours (Los Angeles) and as minimal as a notice tacked on the city

clerk's door (Pittsfield). Meetings are often held during the day,

when working citizens cannot easily attend. Little or no oppor-

tunity is provided for citizens to study the budget in advance

of the meeting. As little as half an hour may be allotted for

all citizens wishing to speak.

Not surprisingly, therefore, attendance and citizen input at

public budget hearings is usually small or nonexistent. A Racine

labor leader reports: "One night I counted 11 people out of 95,000

population:' From Detroit, a city of 1.5 million, an official reports:

"Last year 250 came and 47 participated, due to greater publicity

by the city clerk." Nor is it surprising that citizens are cynical.

From a Baltimore official: "There's a taxpayers' day, but it doesn't

amount to anything." From a Minneapolis poverty worker: "Public

hearings...just give citizens a chance to yell." From a Westchester

County businessman: "Public hearings are a safety valve--not as

effective as talking to the right people on the inside." From a

Buffalo reporter: "Public input is a joke." These comments, taken

from monitors' interviews, are quite typical.

2. Special GRS hearings, especially if called under community pres-

sure, fare somewhat better. When GRS became an active political

issue in St. Louis County the hearing was very well attended, even

though it was held in the middle of a rainy Holy Thursday. (County

officials have not chanced any GRS hearings since then, however)

On the other hand, GRS hearings unaccompanied by special efforts to

publicize them can be poorly attended. A Cedar Rapids reporter notes:

"At the first hearing, no one showed up; at the second meeting, one

person from the public showed up."

3. Citizen advisory gropp1, even where they exist, have little real

power. Their function may Ee to make recommendations for allocating

a limited amount of money among many claimants--thus relieving public

officials of the political burden inherent in such decisionmaking. In
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Los Angeles County, for example, the proposed Advisory group will
have to screen 399 proposals from community agencies. Indeed,
Onondaga County's chief executive acknowledges that the advisory
committee formed by United Way (at his request), "did leg work
which the county executive couldn't do."

Furthermore, advisory groups may not be representative of
the community as a whole. Civic leaders interviewed in Buffalo,
for example, seemed generally unaware that the mayor has appointed
a citizen advisory committee which meets 30 to 35 times a year;
the local Citizens Committee on Revenue Sharing, representing over
30 community groups, is not involved. In Los Angeles County,
the proposed Advisory Committee on GRS for Community Organizations
is presently scheduled to include only 5 members appointed by the
Board of Supervisors, 1 from the League of California cities, and
3 social service suppliers--hardly a broad-based group for a
county of 7 million. Denver's Citizens Federal Grant Advisory
Council cast a wider net, with 13 City Council appointees, 8
mayoral appointees, and 10 chosen by the mayor from a list of 15
nominees of the Citizens Coalition on Revenue Sharing; it has
been discontinued, however.

4. 0 inion olls, by definition, seek majority wishes and may not
reflect the concerns of minority communities. The Cedar Rapids
questionnaire seeking citizen opi,lions raached only property owners,
since it was enclosed with the cily water bills. In Jefferson County,
citizen opinion was sought only through newspaper readers.

S. Al11...40.11901.1CLUILi.§.JIEC.9.1101110..-91-09..tared by the
Monitoring Pro ec : ti
uct effQ7ip VgiS9111191101tellgSL;S212119TAIL
mo a citiz n interest activit an would otherwie have occurred.
Many monitors spoke at local meetings, participated in local coali-
tions, or provided research support to such groups. In Louisville,
the monitoring group helped to organize a well-attended workshop
on GRS sponsored by the City Council and a local school of social
work. The monitoring group in St. Paul is developing a "citizens'
guide to city budgeting." In Cleveland, the monitors were instru-
mental in extending the city's regular budget hearings to allow
for citizen comment. Monitors have been interviewed by local press
and radio in many sites; their findings and recommendations have

been distributed widely and reported by the press, sometimes promi-
nently, in at least 12 sites. All in all, it is fair to say that
there would have been considerably less citizen activity and aware-
ness in about half the sites if the monitoring effort had not existed.

C. Citizen activity does not translate into citizen impact with any
reguLarity

1. Citizen activity may have produced some change in GRS allocation
and/or decisionmaking in 5-6 cities and 4 counties. In Seattle, Denver,
Cedar Rapids, San Antonio, and Jefferson County, citizens obtained
funding for social services that might not have been forthcoming other-
wise. In Pittsfield, Denver, Buffalo, Los Angeles County and
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Onondaga County, citizen advisory groups were formed, although

the Buffalo group (on the general budget) appears to have teen

appointed to head off grass-roots pressure rather than to accom-

modate it. In St. Louis County, citizen impact was essentially

negative, in that it succeeded only in blocking county plans to

use GRS monies to build a golf course.6

2. Local or anizin helps. There was an active citizen coali-

tion--eit er roa asc , as in Denver, or special-interest, as

in the Cedar Rapids Associated Groups of the Elderly--in 8 of

the 10 sites where citizen impact was visible. Furthermore, ade-

quate support, in the form of staff, money, and technical assist-

ance, appears to enhance the chances of success. Coalitions in

4 of the 10 sites mentioned were receiving technical assistance

from the Center for Community Change. In the absence of official

encoura:ement of citizen involvement citizen coali io - buildin

a ears to be t e most effective route to loca_nossalit particu-

larly 2 t e coalition has paid staff and/or aid from national

headquarters. However, it should be noted that coalition-building

does not guarantee i :pact. In half the sites with coalitions,

little or no change was evident.

3. Official attitudes toward citizen involvement are ambivalent.

On the one hand, elected officials proclaim their willingness to

listen, if approached. They complain of citizen apathy or ina-

bility to understand "complicated" budget matters--and it is true

that citizens rarely take full advantage of their opportunities

to influence local decisionmaking. On the other hand, far fewer

officials are eager for citizen involvement outside of the normal

electoral process. The majority of sites holding special GRS

hearings did so either under community pressure or simply because

the first GRS checks came too late to be included under regular

budget procedures. Non-binding opinion polls, neighborhood meetings,

and appointed advisory groups are acceptable in some cases, but in

Denver and Richmond the latter fell into disuse when they pressed for

stronger roles in decision - making.

6Two interesting examples of citizen impact occurred in Project sites that

are not included in the overall statistics presented here. In Greenville,

Miss., opposition to plans for using GRS to build a civic center ultimately

led to a referendum,in which the proposal was defeated by a 2 to I margin.

The Project monitor reports:

The campaign produced strange bedfellows, as 535,000-a-year

white homeowners discussed the importance of alternative uses

of revenue sharing with housewives. Black contractors joined...

large white commercial interests in supporting the project.

All in all, it was a remarkable experience--one which Greenville

may not see again for some time.

In Window Rock Navajo Reservation, where unemployment hovers at 600, local

tribal chapte., "perhaps for the first time" influenced tribal Council

action. They convinced councilmen to turn over half the Reservation's GRS

for projects of the chapters own choosing. "For once," the monitor notes,

"the chapters have some money to work with."
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4. If citizen oversight is to continue as the chief implicit
assurance that GRS money is well spent, substantially more atten-
tion must be paid to obtaining citizen involvement beyond the
regular election process (when GRS is seen as a minor, if not
nonexistent, issue). It is clear that general budget hearings
come too late in the decisionmaking cycle to permit meaningful
citizen impact. When asked for their own recommendations,
Pro'ect monitors were unanimous in feelin: that citizen involve-
1mso_ujner....._1211dator, though many were skeptical of the
value of a general requirement. Eight of the 20 responding called
for a citizen advisory board of some kind, 4 for special GRS
hearings, and 3 noted the importance of pre-budget citizen input.
The Westchester County monitors note: "It is our contention that
true public participation starts with the preparation of the
budget, not the publishing of it."

D. Zack of citizen initiative may well be related to a Zack
of information.

1. Planned and actual use re errs which must be filed with
the uKS an published locally for each of the 7 "entitlement
periods" between 1972 and 1976, are the only federally man-
dated forms of public information on GRS.(see Appendix) They
are less than satisfactory vehicles of information:

(a) They are usually placed with the legal notices, often
much reduced in size; in Wilmington, the planned use
report was mixed in with the want ads. (see Appendix)

(b) Pven if seen, planned use reports often bear little
relation to actual use reports, with no evident reason
for changes. Of 30 PUR/AUR sets for Jan-June '73, 10
showed funds expended in fewer categories than planned,
11 in more categories; only 14 of 33 sites had ohli-
gated more than half their funds by the end of the re-
porting period. Although some Congressmen appear to
have contemplated publication of revised Planned Use
Reports, the guidelines of the Office of Revenue Sharing
do not require updating and localities have not felt
obligated to do it on their own.

(c) teporting categories are too general to be meaningful.
They are divided only into gross categories of "operat-
ing and maintenance" and "capital" expenditures, with
8 subheads corresponding to the 8 priority categories
mentioned in the Aci7 along with a few additional sub-
heads (including education) permitted on the capital
side. Thus, capital expenditures on land for "recrea-
tion" encompasses both preserving a wilderness area
(Phoenix) and a revenue-producing golf course (St. Louis
County),

7Public safety, environmental protection, public transportation, health,
recreation, libraries, social services for aged and poor,financial
administration.

.,
-)

.t.
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(d) The ORS reporting forms, both actual and planned, have

been revised to drop the original distinction between

new and ongoing activities and the original detail on

type of capital expenditure. While this simplifies

reporting requirements, it does away with the most

useful information supplied by the old forms. The

revised reporting forms now require an indication of

where back-up data is available "for public scrutiny"- -

a useful addition--although the absence of a require-

ment that backup data include meaningful description

means that much of it is not useful to the lay citizen.

(e) Most importantly, GRS funds are "fungible"--that is,

they need not be used for new projects, but may in-

stead "free up" funds from the regular budget for

use elsewhere. This means that reported use may not

reflect--may even mask--real use to lower taxes, to

support non-priority projects, etc. The Executive

of Erie County says frankly:

"When people ask me what we are doing with

Federal Revenue Sharing...I simply answer

that we are continuing $10 million a year

worth of Health, Social Services, Public

Safety and Capital programs that we would

otherwise have to cut. Or, alternatively,

we are using it to offset ircreases in
salaries,retirement, and Social Security

and debt service, in an attempt to'hold our

head above water."

He might equally have said, we are using GRS to

avoid asking for an increase in taxes of $10 million.

Or, alternatively, we are using it t.) pay for the

$10 million worth of lowest priority items in the

budget, which we would otherwise have eliminated.

2. flediacaELLae of local GRS decisionmaking has been spotty,

at best, and media representatives interviewed by Project moni-

tors showed remarkably little familiarity with the program

(see Chart III). Preliminary analysis of press coverage in

Project sites indicates:

(a) A declining monthly average of news items having

anything to do with revenue sharing (see below).

(b) An average of only 1.2 newspaper items per month

per site referring to local GRS decisionmaking or

related citizen activity--even when St. Louis County,

where a hot political issue generated 100 local items

in 1973, is included. Crhe remaining items related

to passage o GPF, simple announcements of check re-

ceipts, items concerning special revenue sharing,

official comment from Washington, etc.)

4: 1

A-.
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News Items Per Site Per Month8

1972 (4 moILL 1973 1974 Total (25

All Stories 3.3

Local Stories 1.6

2.3 .6 1.8

1.5 .4 1.2

(c) minority, foreign-language, and neighborhood press have
all but ignored GRS; editors of such papers rarely recall
having received notices relating to GRS from local offi-
cials, although such notices are required under ORS regulations;

(d) radio and television coverage of GRS is infrequent or non-
existent; broadcasters say that budgetary matters
do not lend themselves to these media and/or that citizens
aren't interested in budgets.

3. Other materials have been produced in a few sites on an ad
hoc basis, usually by citizen coalitions (see, for example,
"Directions for Decisions," a report from the Seattle Citizens
Congress on Revenue Sharing and Social Need, May 1973) or by
national offices of local organizations (see, for example,
"Revenue Sharing and the Elderly: How to Play and Win," by the
National Council on the Aging; "Chapter Action Handbook: Federal
Revenue Sharing," by the National Organization of Women ). These
seem to have been distributed to interest groups, often in con-
nection with a workshop or citizen meeting. They vary widely in
quality and outreach.

4. 92rIez...sid et information, in a form comprehensible to the
layman, is as hard to come by as information on general revenue
sharing. The government of Richmond publishes an attractive news-
paper supplement on its proposed budge; and private funds subsidize
the broadcasting of budget debates on educational TV. Denver and
Seattle put out helpful summary budget booklets. In San Antonio
and several other sites, budgets are of the modern "program" type
which, if citizens take the trouble to obtain and read them,
are somewhat easier to understand than traditional "line-item"
budgets. For the most part, however, general budgets remain the
arcane province of budget officials who believe that these matters
are "too complicated" for the average citizen.

8
27 sites: Los Angeles/Los Angeles County, Syracuse/Onondaga County,
Louisville/Jefferson County, Buffalo/Erie County counted as one site
each; clippings for Phoenix and Brownsville/Cameron County not available.
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Where (RS is, in effect, folded into the local general

budget, information on it can be lost completely. The Westchester

monitors report: "In six months of researching our County's

budget, we have not been able to identify specifically where

this money was spent." When asked whether information is more

available on CRS or the general budget, the typical comment of

Project monitors was, as in Minneapolis, "there is very little

available about either."

S. In lijht of the relative paucity of sources of informa-

tion, it is not surprisinj that citizens tcrtd to be unaware

of how GRS iIttsaffectirnmunit. When asked about GRS,

even community leaders and media people, presumably more aware

than the man in the street, show visibly less general knowledge

than elected officials and local fiscal officers--though only

somewhat less knowledge than operating bureaucrats, who fre-

quently do not even know that their own department has (tech-

nically) received funds. Furthermore, among community leaders,

minority and poverty leaders, as well as minority and neigh-

borhood media representatives, show markedly less knowledge than

others. (see Chart II!)

If local officials are to be held accountable by local

citizens, then those citizens must have more information on

which to base their judgments. At minimum, official reporting

requirements must be made more meaningful, perhaps through a

requirement for specific project descriptions. Even this

reform,however, would not necessarily clarify the true impact

of the highly fungible GRS dollars.

'4; 4.
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II

PROTECTION AGAINST DISCRIMINATION

In conformity with the GRS law, the ORS requires an official assur-

ance that nondiscrimination requirements are being met at the local level.

Nevertheless, the monitors' submissions contain a good bit of evidence

that these assurances are unreliable. Indeed, by doing nothing to miti-

gate existing discrimination, GRS funds can be said to be contributing to

its continuation.

A. Discrimination at the Local Level is Evident

1. In public emp.loyment,discriminatory patterns are well

documented in the 10 sites for which we have public employ-

ment figures. As might be expected, there are proportionately

too few women and minorities in local government jobs. This

is especially true in the police and fire departments that tend

to receive large Ounks of GRS money.

- New Orleans, fir: example, has a SO% minority popula-

tion, but employs only- 21% minorities in its police department

and 2.9% in its fire department. Public safety is the

largest single category of GRS expenditures.

- Louisville, with 24% minority population, has only 8.2%

minority representation in its police department, 7.6% in its

fire department, and 7.4% in its health department. Public

safety and health arc the two largest recipients of GRS money.
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- Only two of the 10 sites (the suburban counties
of Westchester and St. Louis) employ more than 40% women
in any capacity.

- Median salaries for both women and minorities are about
$2,000 lower than those for white males, indicating that the
former tend to be concentrated at the lower end of the salary
'scale.

2. In _private contractor employment, our information is much
sketchier. Local governments usually require contractors to
sign an assurance of non-discrimination, but follow-up to assure
compliance is uncertain in many cases. It should be noted that
the Department of Labor, after exhausting its avenues for volun-
tary compliance, has felt obliged to issue "mandatory hiring
goals" for minority employment in certain construction crafts
in S Project sites. Low wage patterns may be less of a
problem, since local trade unions often take responsibility
for policing violations of the Davis-Bacon Act.

3. In Public -v.pisssjalseiidfacilities, 17 out of 26 moni-
toring submissions contain suggestions that poor and minority
areas are not receiving services on a par with the rest of
the city. Police protection and garbage pickup are mentioned
most frequently, although this form of discrimination is ex-
traordinarily difficult to document. A federal suit charging
discriminatory police protection has apparently been brought
against the police in Baltimore, where public safety is
the largest recipient of GRS.

13' °^mrliance mechanisms arc inadequate.

1. At the local level, at least 22 of 26 cities and 2 of
4 counties have some form of human rights commission or equal
employment office. Cedar Rapids hired an affirmative action
officer only in 1974, and Westchester County is now looking
for one. (In neither case is there any reason to attribute
this action to the onset of GRS.) There is little indication
that these officers are strong or effective, however, although
there is considerable assumption among government officials
and non-poor, non-minority citizens that problems of discrimina-
tion are being taken care of.

Most strikin is the almost total lack of awareness,
even where human rights officers exist, of any local respon-
sibility toward the nondiscrimination provisions of the GRS
law. Only 52% of human rights officers interviewed had a
reasonably accurate idea of how GRS was being used in their
community; many fewer (perhaps 1 or 2) had any review respon-
sibility for use of GRS moneys. The comment of St. Paul's
Human Rights Department director is typical: "The compliance
relation to GRS has never been mentioned to this department."



Regardless of any changes that may be made or needed

in the enforcement procedures of the ORS in Washington

(which local monitors did not t7eat), it is clear that

considerably more attention must be paid to compliance

mechanisms at the local level--

- to ensuring that there are local compliance officers

in those cases where they do not already exist;

- to informing local compliance officers of their

responsibilities under GRS;

- to letting local citizens know where to bring anti-

discrimination complaints or comments.

2. Actual and planned use reports required by the Office of

Revenue Sharing theoretically contain civil rights assurances,

but there is a curious discrepancy in phrasing. The

use report requires the :lief executive officer to "assure

the Secretary of the Trf,'!asury that the non-discrimination

and other statutory requirements...will be complied with..."

However, in the actual use report, the simple statement "non-

discrimination requirements have been met" appears above a

certification referring to unrelated matters. In any event,

no indication is required that any specific individual or

office is responsible for compliance or prepared to receive

citizen complaints.

3. Court action relating to public employment has been

brought in at least 12 sites either by the Department of

Justice or by private citizens (see Chart IV). These cases

suggest, at minimum, presumptive evidence of discrimination.

At least one of these suits (Memphis) includes a count indi-

cating that GRS has been used by city departments charged

with discrimination. In such cases, however, the ORS has

indicated extreme reluctance to withhold GRS funds,

despite a court finding that this remedy is permissible

pending the outcome of administrative proceedings on

civil rights matters.9 (Interestingly, ORS is willing

to hold up GRS quarterly payments when jurisdictions

fail to file reporting forms on time; over 2,800 third-

quarter payments were withheld this year, to be re-

leased only after reporting requirements were complied

with).

3. Complaints to the ORS have been submitted by citizens

in 4 Project sites.(see Chart IV ) Similar complaints are

known to have been threatened in another site and to be under

consideration in at least 2 more. These complaints have re-

lated to discrimination in public employment or, in the ease

of Baltimore, to an undercount of minorities (which affect.;

GRS allotments). None among Project sites have related to

services or facilities, which are much more difficult to

document.

9Robinson v. Shultz, Fed. Dist. Ct. for D.C., Civil Action IS -1-2A8,

opinion dated April 4, 1973
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The fact that relatively few complaints have been sub-
mitted to ORS from project sites does not signify absence of
problems of discrimination, as already noted. Among more
likely explanations are: difficulty of proof; discourage-
ment at the length of time and effort required for remedy;
willingness to seek other avenues for relief (including im-
pact on local political processes); and/or unawareness that
legal remedy is available. In the absence of effective
local compliance mechanisms, however, administrative com-
plaints and litigation are likely to become more frequent.
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III

EXPENDITURE TRENDS AND RESPONSIVENESS TO HUMAN NEEDS

Are local governments, when given fiscal aid and left essentially

to their own devices, prepared to mount substantial programs to meet

the needs of their most disadvantaged citizens? The response to this

question will weigh heavily in assessments of the need for the Federal

gcvernment to continue to fund social programs directly. It is im-

portant, therefore, to attempt to gauge the extent to which GRS has

encouraged local programming to meet human needs. This task is made

inordinately difficult by the extreme fungibility of GRS dollars, making

true expenditure patterns hard to pin down. It is compounded by the

difficulty of identifying concurrent local cutbacks in related Federal

programs, especially cutbacks in funding of nongovernmental agencies.

The following comments are, therefore, highly tentative.

A. Net fiscal effects of GRS bear little relation to the program

categories used for reporting purposes.

Richard Nathan, of the Brookings Institution, has identified

10 general "net fiscal effect" categories of GRS use (see Table V ).

The reports of Project monitors confirm the importance of these

effects. Insofar as local citizens--official or private--are aware

of GRS, it is these true effects they tend to cite (unless their

own department or organization received GRS funds or helped allot

them). Thus, the reports of Project monitors suggest that the

chief real use, or primary net effect, of GRS in 1972-73 was:

To support or balance the general budget and/or pay for

salary increases: 8 of 23 cities (Los Angeles, Detroit,

Baltimore, Cleveland, Seattle, Nashville, Minneapolis,

Wilmington) all but the last with over 100,000 population.

TorediclogotiuIcethebaci'ectedcapitaliestment
(new or refurbished buildings, land acquisition, etc.):
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8 of 23 cities (San Antonio, Memphis, New Orleans, Denver,
Louisville, Pasadena, Cedar Rapids, Pittsfield) usually on
the ground that GRS might end in 1976 and should therefore
he used only for "one-shot" projects. (Use of GRS for
capital projects also holds down the need for local bond
issues, thus having an indirect effect on future tax rates
by limiting debt servicing.) In some instances, the capital
projects undertaken had been previously rejected in local
referenda.

To reduce ,property taxes: 7 of 23 cities (Phoenix,
Buffalo, St. Paul, Des Moines, Syracuse, Bridgeport, Racine)
the majority with less than 250,000 population. In addition,

13 of the cities report that GRS served to prevent taxes
from rising or to lower the rate at which taxes were raised%

B. "se of GRS for budget support may be growing.

By 1973-74, monitors' reports indicate that 5 cities(Denver, New
Orleans,Louisville,Pasadena, Seattle) switched from capital or new
projects to general budget support; Des Moines from tax reduction
to capital projects; St. Paul and Racine from tax reduction to budget
support. This tends to confirm reports of a national trend toward using

GRS to mitigate the effects of inflation. This trend is not
so evident in the 1973-74 planned use reports, however; of
the 23 cities for which we have both 1972-73 and 1973-74
planned use reports, 6 raised the percentage of GRS devoted to
operating funds but S lowered the percentage. 1974-75 re-
ports may provide a clearer picture.

C. ??-znru.!.1 qnd a:.tu2.! :is,? rmorts emphasize public safety

.3how eupport for social sarviees.

Elected officials can be presumed to want to put the
most attractive face on any reporting to the general public.
Thus, despite their deficiencies as sources of information,
planned and actual use reports may offer clues to community
pressures--or at least to the officials' perceptions of these
pressures. If this is so, one can say that public safety re-
presents the overwhelming "felt need" at the local level, and
that the social needs of the poor and near poor figure hardly
at all.

1. Public safety is the largessjillgesmTLImp.

(a) reported as planned through June 1973 in 16 of 23
cities, 4 of 6 counties for which we have documenta-
tion, averaging 75% of total GRS allotments for those
sites; (3 sites did not submit PURs for this period).

In

Oakland and Richmond had not used any of their 1972-73 GRS by June 30, 1973;
Brownsville data is not available.

a!
ti,...
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(b) reported as actually spent through Jane 1973 in

17 of 26 cities and 1 of 6 counties, averaging

76% of total expenditures for the period in those

sites.

(c) reported as planned for 1973-74 in 18 of 26 cities

and 2 of 6 counties, averaging 70% of total allot-

ments for the period in those sites."

2. Social Services expenditures are minor (sec Chart VI )

(a) For January-June 1973, 6 of 23 cities planned to

spend an average of almost 13% of total GRS allot-

ments on social services. However, this average

would be as much as two-thirds lower if 1972 allot-

ments were included. (Reporting on planned use

for 1972 was not required, apparently through a

printing error on the forms distributed by the ORS.)

When the total allotted to social services is averaged
over all 26 sites, the average planned expenditure
for social services falls to 3% for the six-month

period.

(b) Actual Use Reports for 1972-73 show even less atten-

tion to social services. Of the 6 cities cited

above, 5 had not actually spent any money in this

category by June 30, 1973. (Richmond planned to

spend 31% of its first GRS allotment on foster care

and general relief, but then discovered that direct

welfare payments were impermissible and had to

chhnge its plans.) Pasadena spent almost 10 times

more than planned, reaching a level of 4% of its

total GRS allotment. In addition, Phoenix, which

had planned to spend nothing, now has just over 1%

as expended for social services. Minneapolis shows

28%, but neither the monitoring team nor the relevant

department has been able to uncover any detail.

(c) By 1973-74, 13 of 26 cities planned to spend an

average of 5% on social services, which represents

some improvement in "image" if the shortfall of the

previous actual use reports is not repeated.1 Five
of these cities will use all or part of GRS to cover

new social services. This slight trend toward allot-

ment of GRS funds to social services may indicate growing

political effectiveness of poverty interests at the

local level. Again, it may be a local response to
criticism by national organizations and some Congress-

men that the poor are being short-changed by CRS.

11An alternative explanation for the preponderent popularity of public safety

may be a relative ease in establishinL the "audit trail" required by ORS

regulations.

/hive of the lOsites for which we have 1973-74 Actual use reports indicate
higher-than-planned social service expenditures. The Planned and Actual

use reports arc not directly comparable, however, since the reports of
actual use do not cover the same sums of money as do planned use reports

for the same period.
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3. pxiresilSomexezifavoroftltaedieoorai
have been concealed under other headin s of the Actual and
Planned use reports, although in sum they do not seem to
contradict the generalization that social needs have
been neglected under GRS. Among such allotments (both capital
and maintenance) in Project sites are:

Public safety: a juvenile delinquency program (Nashvilla
a new fire station "across the tracksto(Louisville);

Public Transportation: a bus service for the elderly
(Cedar Rapids), mass transit subsidies (Richmond and
Los Angeles), 'improved streets in minority areas
(Phoenix and New Orleans);

Health: neighborhood health programs (Denver, San Antonio);
drug-abuse prevention (St. Louis County)

Recreation: playground improvement (Richmond), new swim-
ming pools (Minneapolis, Syracuse), air-conditioning
a senior citizen center (Cedar Rapids)

Libraries: a mobile library program (Memphis), a new
library in the inner city (Minneapolis)

Financial Administration: a contingency reserve to replace
federal cutbacks if needed (Onondaga County)

Social Development: expansion of a senior citizen center
(Pasadena)

Education: air-conditioning public schools (Richmond)

Housing and community development: a housing rehabilitation
trust fund (planned by Seattle, but running into legal
complications)

D. County vs. City "responsibility" for social services is an
issue in some areas.

1. Monitors' reports appear to suggest that the counties, which
have traditionally been responsible for social services, have
more consistently spent some of their GRS money for these purposes.
However, actual and planned use reports from Project counties do
not show any higher rate of social service expenditures than do
those from the cities. Of the five counties for which detailed
information is available, Onondaga County appears to have spent
some $640,000 (8% of its total GRS allotment for 1972-73) and
St. Louis County $100,000, or 1.5% of its total for Jan-June 73.
Jefferson County planned to spend $250,000. Although Los Angeles Co.
has promised to allocate $22.5 million (25% of one year's GRS) to a
"GRS Program for Community Social Services Organizations," none
of the money had been committed as of October 1974. Closer
analysis may provide a clearer picture of the extent to which
counties are enlarging social service programs with GRS funds.-

4.
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2. Some observers suggest that the cities may be spending

more on social programs from their gpiwalbudgets, while
using GRS for other things. There is occasional evidence for

this. For example, city officials in Denver say that the $12

million in GRS transferred to the general fund to reimburse the

Fire Department released money that paid for, among other things,

$1 million in tax refunds to the elderly; $2 million for the
neighborhood health program, and lesser amounts to several social

service agencies. Nevertheless, monitors' submissions do not

support a contention that municipalities allocated substantially

more to social services than they would have in the absence of

GRS. Indeed, it is cleat.etatmailpits
WELSLtejltrailLtuntranninistered in and

12ycities--contij....luetoseetjairfuiylctionsasnarroAtradi.-
tional, centering on public safety, roads, sanitation, and the

like. As one monitor reports: "City officials are fond of
thumping their copy of the State Code and declaiting, 'nowhere

in here does it say we have to fund social programs.'"

E. Federal categorical program outs are beginning to hurt

1. Substantial cuts were projecterlin President Nixon's 1972-73

budget. At the local level, however, federal "pipelines" were

still flowing. Budget data from Project sites seems to indicate

that, except for housing, categorical funds previously obligated

in Washington were still reaching the localities; that some

programs had been "stretched out" over 18 months instead of 12;

that some impoundments were rescinded as a result of legal action;

and that some threatened cuts did not materialize after all.

This may be one reason that so little GRS was spent on social

programs in 1972-73.

2. Where federal cuts did appear, several cities used part of

their GRS allotments to restore them. Phoenix appears to have

put aside some $100,000 to replace 0E0 programs, and Richmond

set aside about $500,000 to cover threatened Model Cities cuts

which, did not eventuate. Los Angeles joined with L.A. County to

cover some losses of the Greater Los Angeles Community Action

Agency and Louisville is considering a similar city/county pro-

gram to make up for 0E0 funds. San Antonio used general funds

as well as GRS to continue 75% of the community-based agencies

that had been funded under Model Cities. Other sites picked up

individual programs, among the most popular being summer youth

employment. It is difficult to put an exact figure on these

sums, in part because federal commitments--and related parts of

city budgets--appear to be in a constant state of flux.

3. The limited 1974-75 data we have obtained indicates that

dee federal ro r uts i ar

evel. In Des Moines, for example, the Community Development

Office will have to make do with $2.5 million in 1974, a 68.4%

reduction over 1973; the Concentrated Employment Program was

luckier--it will suffer a cut of only 12.5%. Erie County's

1974 budget reports a $4 million loss in "federal aid and

revenue sharing," even after including its 1972-73 GRS "windfall"

of amost $10 million. Federal funding of the Seattle Community
Development Department appears to have fallen about 30%,whiie



the city is making up less than a fifth of the shortfall;
the Executive Department, which in Seattle includes the Model
Cities program, fared even worse in 1974, with a $16 million
cut (6O) entirely accounted for by a fall in non-city funds.
(Manpower and community development special revenue sharing will
apparently maintain these programs at 1974 levels, at best.)
Local I974-75 budgets should therefore provide clearer answers
as to whether local governments are prepared to mount more sub-
stantial social programs in the face of much-reduced federal
funding.

4. The previous comments refer to city-run programs. Non-
overnmental a encies associated with 0E0 and Model Cities
a 4 egun to eel t e pinch by 1973. For example, in San
Antonio, social services under Model Cities ended in August
1973. In Syracuse, the Model Cities Director notes that "all
but 2 or 3 programs are being phased out,: The Director of
county day-care services in Memphis reports: "We lost 6
programs in June 1973." These cutbacks, or threatened cuts,
in private programs fueled a good deal of the pressure on
local governments to allot GRS to social services. There
is some indication in a number of Project sites that poverty
agencies mounted or encouraged campaigns for GRS funds. In

Richmond, one Model Cities group even marched on City Hall.
The future of community-based agencies as "vendors" of social
services is in part bound up with restrictions on how local
revenues can be spent (see 6b below).

F. Legislati7Ye and Administrative restrictions tend to inhibit
using GRS for social purposes.

1. One considerable inhibition may be the Act's prohibition
on direct or indirect use of GRS for matchin Federal money.
Matching requirements are frequently attached to federally
sponsored social programs. ORS guidelines make clear that
GRS may be used as additional funding once matching require-
ments have been met with local funds. But some local offi-
cials do not understand this, and, in any event, the prohibition
appears to have made local fiscal officers nervous. At
minimum, it offers local officials a good excuse to reject
citizens' requests for funding of social programs. (The match-
ing provision does not appear to inhibit spending for sewers,
parks, and other capital projects that involve federal matching,
perhaps because federal funds for specific capital projects
are more easily identified.)

2. A further problem is that GRS moneys s may not be used in
ways prohibited for local funds. In some areas but no Pro-
ject site), local statutes do not permit spending for social
services and state laws permitting localities to spend GRS
for these purposes have been struck down. In other areas,
state statutes do not permit local governments to give money
to nongovernmental agencies. Seattle was relieved of this
particular inhibition when the state legislature passed a law
specifically permitting the city to contract with private groups
for social services; other cities may not have such obliging
legislatures. It is not clear whether national guidelines
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could be developed to permit GRS funding for private agencies,

though in many cases it would surely be more efficent and con-

venient for cities and counties to contract for social services

rather than establish new bureaucracies to provide them.

3. In addition, two aspects of the GRS formula appear to work

indirectly against the interests of the urban poor. The first

is the requirement that per capita ampaLlsallocalTyIvern-
ment ma not exceed 145% of thgmgragpsapailjnmmto
all local governments in that state. Detroit loses about $7

million a year on this basis, according to its former mayor.

Baltimore, Richmond, and perhaps others have bumped into the

145% ceiling,too. Secondly, sites with large minority popula-

tions are adversely affected by an acknowledged undercount of

the jlinorislr2922ktisE in the 1970 Census, since population is

a key element in the formula used to determine GRS entitlements.

Baltimore has joined a suit originally filed against the Treasury

Department by Newark in an attempt to obtain GRS based on higher

population figures.13

The interconnection among an three aspects of the original

"new feZeraliam" plangeneral revenue sharing, and special

revenue sharing, and categorical or black grantscannot be

overemphasized.

Local officials almost universally say that they arc making

their plans for GRS in expectation of special revenue sharing

to take up the slack on social needs. They will discover, how-

ever, that the two recently enacted special revenue sharing

programs (manpower and community development) do not fully re-

place the previous categorical programs, either in size or

coverage. They can be expected to press once more for larger

block grants and categorical programs to fill gaps and to meet

new needs as they arise.

13The Navajos in Window Rock Reservation are also pressing ORS to

accept higher population figures used by the Bureau of Indian Affairs

and other agencies.

>e*.,
.a ;
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Finally, one may ask: Is GRS a lever, a handle, or a bust as a

vosicle for harmonizing local decisionmaking with the achievement of

national goals?

This question cannot be ignored, even though some proponents con-

tend that the GRS program amounts to nothing more than a series of

fiscal transfers. Any program of this magnitude will affect the national

scene, if only because the federal funds available for domestic programs

are, in practice, limited. Six billion dollars a year for revenue

sharing is likely to mean $6 billion less for something else. It is,

therefore, crucial to ask whether the program is--or can be made - -con-

sistent with other aspects of national policy.

A. As a lever, GRS appears to be ineffective.

It rarely amounts to more than 7% of local budgets in larger

sites, and local officials appear to consider such sums too small

to worry about. Erie County's Executive comments:

"Federal Revenue Sharing has not permitted any sig-

nificant new programs. Its size and impact, when

balanced against the other changes that have been

taking place in our revenue sharing sources, has

simply not been significant enough."

Indeed, the words "ripoff." "hoax," and "shell game" seem to appear

almost as frequently in the comments of mayors and other officials

as they do in those of ordinary citizens.
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GRS does loom far larger in the budgets of smaller jurisdictions,
where it might be more useful as a lever. But there appears to be
little in the GRS legislation or administrative guidelines to actually
encourage movement in the direction of social programming, civil
rights, citizen participation, or, indeed, any other national goal.
The reports of Project monitors tend to confirm this judgment.

B. As a handle, GRS has greater possibilitiesif GRS remains a
separately identifiable pot of money.

In some Project sites, citizens have been able to use the exist-
ence of GRS to promote greater attention to social needs, to increase
citizen interest in the general budget, and, in a few cases, to open
political processes to citizen participation. They have bean less
successful in making GRS work positively for civil rights. As the ORS
itself points out, "The fact that discrimination is prohibited in
'any program or activity funded in whole or in part' with revenue
sharing funds gives the Office of Revenue Sharing broad jurisdiction."
But the loophole created by fungibility of GRS dollars and the re-
luctance of the ORS to press civil rights concerns leave questions
as to how good a civil rights handle general revenue sharing will
prove to be.

C. It is probably too early to call GRS a bust.

The chief lesson of experience thus far--if Project sites are
at all representative--is that GRS puts a tremendous burden on
citizens to take and sustain initiatives in order to achieve mean-
= ul chan e. While GRS toes not, or the most part act vet
in er citizen initiative, it does little to hel' e t er.

When GRS is considered in terms of possible alternatives, how-
ever, judgments may become more negative. The national commitment
to civil rights has been better served by other, more vigorously
enforced legislation in the past. Other federal programs have
generated much larger amounts and much more attention to social needs.
Citizen participation is more effectively mandated in other programs,
including the first two special revenue sharing bills. this, the
"opportunity cost" of GRS may be heavy.

29
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CITILS POPULATION

% FAMILY WITH
INCOME BELOW

POVTRTY % MINORITY

LOS ANGELES 2,816.061 9.9% 36%

DETROIT 1,511,482 11.3 45

BALTIMORE 905,759 14.0 47

CLEVELAND 750.903 13,4 40

SAN ANTONIO
654,153 17.5 60*

MEMPHIS 623.530 15.7 39

NEW ORLEANS 593,171 21.6 49

PHOENIX
581,600 8.8 19*

SEATTLE
530,831 6.0 9

DENVER
514,678 6.8 25*

BUFFALO
462,768 11.2 21

NASHVILLE 448,003 10.2 20

MINNEAPOLIS 434,400 13.0 5+

OAKLAND 361,561 12.2 44

LOUISVILLE 361,472 13.0 24

ST. PAUL 309,980 6.4 6

RICHMOND 249,621 13.3 43

DES MOINES
200,587 6.9 7

SYRACUSE 197,332 9.8 11

BRIDGEPORT
156.542 8.6 17

PASADENA
113,327 7.7 28

CEDAR RAPIDS 110,642 5.3 1.5

RACINE 95,162 6.6 14.7

WILMINGTON
80,386 16.0 46

PITTSFIELD 57,020 5.1 2

BROWNSVILLE 52,522 40.8 85*

COUNTIES

L.A. 7,032,075 6.9 29

ERIE 1,113,491 26.0 9

ST. LOUIS 951,353 3.6 5

WESTCHESTER 894,104 4.5 10

ONONDAGA
472,835 6.6 16

JEFFERSON
695,055 8.9 7

CAMERON
140,368 38.5 32"

Source: U.S. Census, 1970. ;.1.0
*Over half Spanish heritage
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CHART' II -- CITIZEN INVOL7EMENT AUP IMPACT
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AWARENESS OF GRS*

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

CHART III

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100%

.07.0/1A27/17./WA912771,1M77AFIErSi

///// t /// / / /// / // 9%

12=9:92742112VAIMOZOF

///.....2L2(Z2ZZL7,22/29%

43 t. /il

65

/ / /// /// /Y./ / / ///

//A/7// ////77//

22 1 fir, //Z7/ 8%

46.2%

6%

49 //////////1/7//////// 7//////' 63.3%

90 /////////////7////44

38

47

SOCIAL SERVICES 139

MINORITY/POVERTY

//

r zeradez reA or, r

.5%

4

/ //63.8%

//////////7///

1Mayors, ex-mayors, county executives
were not tabulated; assumed knowledgeable

*Respondent was considered "aware" if he or she had a generally accurate idea of how GRS was being

used or if he could name one or more programs
being financed with GRS money. Few respondents

other than fiscal officers had detailed knowledge.

.17
4* efts



CILlICI IV
-In. BEST COPY AVAILABLE

LITIGATION ON PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION IN PROJECT SITES

BROUGHT BY U.S. GOVT. BROUGHT BY
SIa (Dept. of Justice) PRIVATE CITIZENS

BALTIMORE Harper v. Mayor
of Baltimore,
12/6/71 re fire
department

BRIDGEPORT

BUFFALO v. Police Dept. 8/14/73
v. Fire Dept. 7/25/74

CLEVELAND

DENVER

ANtiLLES v. Fire. Dept., 8/7/72

LOUISVILLE

MEMPHIS v. City of Memphis,
5/16/74 (all city
employees except
transit)

NEW ORLEANS

OAKLAND

ST PAUL

WILMINGTON

BALTIMORE

Bgpt. Guardian v.
Bgpt. Civil Ser-
vice Comm., re
gen'l practices
(since settled)

Shielu Club v.
Cleveland, 8/72 -
re police dept.
Headen v. Cleveland,
4/3/73 re fire dept.

Bedan v. Bach, re
fire dept. (since
settled)

Black Police Offi-
cers v. Louisville,

Watson v. N.O. Fire
Dept., 5/1/73
Williams v. N.O..
3/9/73 re police
dept.

Pane v. Stumpf re
police dept.
Hardy v. Leonard,
5/2/73 re police
Jept.

Warren v. Schick
et. al. re police
dept.. 3/1/72
(since settled)
Fowler v. Schwerz-
welder et. al. re
fire dept.. 12/6/72

Private suit re
discriminatory
firing of gar-
bagemen

OTHIR ADMINISTRATIVE. COMPLAINTS AND/OR

includes hiring. testing. promotion
and related practices

Newark v. Shultz.
4/4/74 charging
undercount of
minorities;
Baltimore added
to suit subse-
quently

RELATION
ORS

Administra-
tive complaint
submitted on
same subject
9/16/74

Administra-
tive complaint
on same sub-
ject. 6/18/74

Admin. com-
plaint re
fire dept.
7/1/74

LITIGATION

case brought
specifically
against ORS

CHART IV

RELATION
GRS

100 GRS
allotted to
public safety

100% GRS
allotted to
operations 6
maintenance

100% CRS
allotted to
public safety

over SO% GRS
allotted to
public safety

38 GRS
allotted to
fire dept.

over 75% GRS
allotted to
public safety

over 30% GRS
allotted to
police dept.

10% GRS
allotted to
operations
maintenance.
GRS cited in
s.ait

at least 25%
GRS allotted
to public
safety

100% GRS to
public safety

over SO%
allotted to
public safety

25% GRS planned
for environmen-
tal protection
operations
maintenance

population
undercount
affects GRS
entitlement
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CHART V

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Ettijula..,Zifs.IstSELeg.911.ta*

1. BiaxallIalglaul3itures -- Spending for capital projects or the purchase

of equipment that, without shared revenue, would either not have occurred

at all or would have occurred at least plitztaz later.

2. NaLoLjuoteaummaIieng.-- Operating expenditures initiated or expanded

with revenue sharing funds (excluding pay -love L and benefit increases

classified under #3 below).

3. increaseLoza=2Ws..) The use of revenue Jharing funds for pay and

fringe benefit increases which would otherwise not have been authorized,

cither at all cr at the levels approved.

4, red:;ral aid reZ'or-oi,104 -- The USC of revenue .sharing funds to offset

actual or anticipatftd reductions in federal grants-in-aid.

5. Pr, ;ram maintenance (Budget Balancing) -- The 41location of revenue sharing

funds to ongoing prog.coms tLe all,ernaLiv"! course of action, without

revenue sharing, gould have been to cut cxisti:Ig programs.

6. Tax cut -- The use of revenue sharfrg to finan,te ongoing programs where the

net result was to free up the jurisdiction's al resources and thereby

permit a r.:Juction in tax rates.

7. Tax stabilization -- Tne use of revenue sharing funds to finance ongoing

programs there th3 result was to avoid an incmsse in tax rates which

would otherwise hove been approved.

8. Borrowinv Avoidarlce .- Substitution of shared revenue funds for borrowing

that would otherwise have been undertaken:

9. Tncreascd fund balances -- Allocation of revenue sharing funds to ongoing

programs where the net effect was to increase fund balances.

10. Other -- Effects sot reportable under the forevoing categories.

*Courtesy of Richard P. Nathan, Brookings Instituticn

41:4

...**
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LOS ANGILES "B.830,"05

DETROIT 89,200,28"

BALTIMORE 5'.40',809

CLEMAND 28.075.1an

SAN AMONIO 20."39.898

26.705,040

NEW ORLLANS 39.894,898

PHOENIX 19,511,614

SEATTLE 20.275.199

DENVER 30.098,844

BUFFALO 16,771,145

NASHVILLE 17.657.990

MINNEAPOLIS 13.793.538

OAKLAND 11.065,750

LOUISVILLE 24.035.286

ST. PAUL 10.515.087

RICHMOND 13.847,947

DES MOINES 5.285.910

SYRACUSE 6.313.221

BRIDGEPORT 8.362.931

PASADENA 2,240,258

CEDAR RAPIDS 3.835,053

RAC I'VE. 2.772.042

WILMINGTON 5.482.613

PITTSFIELD 2.713.667

BROWWSILLE 2.541.525

TOTAL: 26 CITIES 547.9411,182

(AVE.: 26 CITIES 555.988.423

LA COUNTY 207,243,682

ST. LOUIS CO. 13.927.718

WIsTCHFSTER CO. 8,209,057

JEFFERSON CO. 13.834,426

ONONDAGA CO. 24,153,879

CAMERON CO. 2.322.816

TOTAL; 6 CO. 259.691,578

LAVE.: 6 CO.

3

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CHART VI
CYAi. suRVICI ALE0vAllo\s ION 1111 Paalt AND AWD

1972

_
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,705.1551

NA

NA

NA

0

0

0

0

123,8541

0

0
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811,0001

0

0

372,4501

4,8001

0

o

0

0

0

.327,4591

0

0

0

0

638.9511

0

19-1

...)

.S.-0
t...

6-
a°

0

o

0

12.4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.2

0

0

4.1

0

26.7

0

0

20.0

.9

0

0

0

0

0

(3.0)

0

0

0

0

8.0

0

(1.3)

19"3-19"4

5
.1.?

n
G.

0

o

soo,eo

1.800,000

358,160

0

0

1,1714508

95.000

205.1650

0

146,203

200.000

0

0

0.

400,000

0'

0

732p520

9,400

100,000

o

01

o'

77,397

5.802p638

0

0

0

230 000
1

0

0
230,000

.4
of
0-

1.
U.0
..

0

0

1.9

12.9

3.7

0

0

12.4

1.1

1.6

0

1.7

3.1

0

0

0

6.4

0

0

20.0

.9

5.1

0

0

0

6.3

(2.9)

0

0

0

4.0

0

0

( .7)

19'2-1971 19'3-1574

171

.4 Ed
1
G L;
,g Q

0

0

0

0

4.7.735

0

o

114,069

0

0

0

0

1.412,508

0

0

0'

0

0

0

0

45.058

0!

0
i

0 .

.

0'

0

1,620.170
,

0

100.000

0

0 '

NA

NA

-a
..ttt-0 f.
'ha .1:

tt3
&a. a.
C3 IA

.0

0

0

0

0

12.2

0

0

1.3

0

0

0

0

27.6

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

4.1

0

0

0

0

0

(1.7)

0

2.6

0

0

NA

0

N. %

d

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

302,576

540.205

NA

NA

231.453

NA,

91,073

0+

926.000

NA,

0

188,703

NA,

0;
NA

0

NA

NA

2.28h1,010

NA,

175.851

0

20,800

340.831

NA

536,682

i t;
I.t. 43.
t...' VI

ge,

2.8

1.5

3.6

.7

0 1

1

7.21

i

0

4.2

2.2."

LB
0

.5

4.7

(1.2)

'Taken from AUR (or PUR if AUR not available)submitted by jurisdiction earned interest included. 1"10 cities.

lbased on 6 mos.
only in 1973;
if all 1972 GRS
had been reported..
percoptages would
be mulch lowr.

1% of CRS actually
appropriated dur-
ing ppriod; if
unallOcated GRS
had hpen to 1udedj,
percetages would1
be muph lo r.
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INDEX OF SITES MENTIONED BEST COPY AVAILABLE

GIT11= PAGE CHART

BALTIMORE 5,14X,23 1,2,4,6

BRIDGEPORT 1i 1,2,4,6

BROWNSVILLE It 2,c

BUFFALO 5,6,18 1,2,4,6

CEDAR RAPIDS S,t,7,14,18,10 1,2,6

CLEVELAND 6,17 1,2,4,6

DENVER 6,7.10,18,20,21 1,2,4,6

DES MOINES 18,21 1.2.6

DETROIT 5,17,23 1,2,6

GREENVILLE

LOS ANGELES 5,1',20,21 1,2,4.6

LOUISVILLE 6,13,18,20,21 1,2,4,6

MEMPHIS 15,18,20,22

MINNEAPOLIS 5,11,1%19,20 1,2,6

NASHVILLE 17,20 1,2,6

NEW ORLEANS 13,18,20 1,2,4,6

OAKLAND 1,2,4,6

PASADENA 18,19,20 1,2,6

PHOENIX 18,19,21 1,2,6

PITTSFIELD 5,6,18 1,2,6

RACINE 5,18 1.2,6

RICHMOND 7,10,18,19,20,21,22,23 1,2,6

ST. PAUL 6,14,18 1,2.4,6

SAN ANTONIO 6,10,18,20,21,2 1,2,6

SEATTLE 6,10,17,18,20,21,22 1,2,6

SYRACUSE 18,2'1.22 1,2,6

WILMINGTON 8,1. 1,2,4,6

COUNTIES

CAMERON 10 1,2,6

ERIE 9,21.23 1,

JEFFERSON 6,20 1,2,6

LOS ANGELES 6,20,21 1,2,6

ONONDAGA 6,7,20 1,2,6

ST. LOUIS 5,7,9.14,20 1,2,6

WESTCHESTER 5,8,11,14 1,2,6

WINDOW ROCK RESERVATION 7,23


